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SEISMIC REFRACTION AND REFLECTION MEASUREMENTS 
AT " BYRD" STATION, ANTARCTICA* 

By HEINZ KOHNEN and CHARLES R . BENTLEY 

(Geophysical and Polar R esearch Center, Department of Geology and Geophysics, University 
of Wisconsin, Middleton, Wisconsin 53562, U.S .A.) 

ABSTRACT. Seismic refraction and refl ection shooting was carried o u t a long three profiles about 10 km 
long, a ngled 60° to one another, near " Byrd" sta tion, Antarctica, during the 1970- 7 1 fi eld season . No depen
d ence of velocity upon azimuth was found , but velocities a t 200 or 300 m depth were slightly greater than 
at a site 30 km away where measurements were made in 1958. The difference can probably be a ttributed to 
different ice fa brics a rising from a 50% difference in snow accumulation rates at the two sites. The velocity
depth and density- velocity functions a t the two sites a re a lso significantly different, but close agreement was 
found at each site between the depths to significant cha nges in the velocity gradient a nd the dep ths offunda
menta l change in the densifica tion process. Such agreement may permit density-depth curves, and conse
quently accumulation rates, to be measured by seismic refraction shooting alone. 

The reflection shooting on a common refl ection-point profile led to a good d etermina tion of mean velocity 
through the ice as a fun ction of a ngle of incidence. The results agree closely w ith simila r measurements at 
the 1958 site, and with an anisotropic model based on g lac iological and son ic logging observations in the deep 
drill hole. The mean vertical velocity of 3.90- 3.93 km /s through the solid ice is a bout 2% higher than has 
commonl y been used for determinations of ice thi ckness from seism ic reflection shooting. 

RESUME. Mesures par rifraction et rejlexion sismiques a la station "Byrd" erz Antarctique. D es tirs pour mesures 
sismiques par refraction et reAexion ont ete pratiques le long de trois profils d 'environ 10 km de long fa ison t 
un angle de 60° I'un avec I'autre, pres de la station d e "BYI'd" dans l'Anta rctique, pendant la campagne 
1970- 71. On n'a pas trouve de relation 'enlre la vitesse et I'orienta tion, mais les vitesses a 200 ou 300 m de 
profondeur etaient legerement plus grandes qu'en un site distant de 30 km OU d es mesures avaient ete faites 
en 1958. La difference peut proba blement e tre at tribuee a une difference d ans la formation de la glace 
resul tan t d 'u ne difference de 50% dans les vitesses d'accumulation de la neige dans les deux sites. Les 
fonctions vitesse-profondeur et d ensite-vitesse a ux deux endroits sont significativement differentes, mais une 
bonne corresponda nce a e te trou vee da ns les d eux sites entre les profondeurs Oll se produisent des cha nge
men ts significa tifs du gradient de vitesse, e t les profondeurs OU il y a changement fond amenta l dans les pro
cessus d e densification. U ne telle correspond ance peut permettre de mesurer pa r la seule methode des tirs 
sismiques a la refraction, les courbes d ensite-profondeur, et, pa r consequent, la vitesse d'accumulation. 

Les ti rs a la reAexion sur un profi l commun de point de reAexion, conduisent a une bonne de termination 
d e la vitesse moyenne a travers la glace, en fonction de I'angle d ' inc idence. L es resul tats concordent bien 
avec des mesu res simila ires sur le site de 1958, et avec un modele anisotropique base sur des observa tions 
glaciologiques et par sondages ioniques d a ns un forage profond. La vitesse moyenne verti ca le de 3,90 a 
3,93 km /s a travers la glace solide es t d 'environ 2% superi eure a celle communement utilisee pour les de ter
minations d 'epa isseur de glace a p artir de tirs sismiques a la reAexion. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Rifraktions- und rejlexionsseismische Messungen an der "Byrd" Station, Antarktis. Wahrend 
d er Sommersaison 1970- 71 wurden refraktions- und reAexionsseismische Untersuchungen a uf dre i Profilen 
nahe d er " Byrd" Station in del' Antarktis durchgefuhrt. Die Profile waren etwa 10 km la ng und u nter 60° zu 
einand er orientiert. Die seismischen Geswindigkeiten zeigten keine Abhangigkeit vom Azimuth, waren 
j edoch in 200- 300 m Tiefe geringfugig hoher a ls in en tsprechender Tiefe auf einem etwa 30 km entfernten 
Profi l, wo 1958 seismische M essungen durchgefuhr t wurden. Diesel' U nterschied kann wah rscheinlich a uf 
geringfugige Verschied enheiten im Krista llgefuge zuruckgefUhrt werden, die moglicherweise durch den 
Unterschied von 50% in der Akkumulationsrate an d en heiden Stationen verursacht sind. Die Geschwindig
keits-Tiefen- und die G eschwindigkeits-Dichte-Funktionen an beiden Stationen sind ebenfall s signifikant 
voneinander verschieden. Gute Ubereinstimmung wurce jedoch j eweils zwischen den T iefen markanter 
Anderungen im G eschwindigkeitsgradienten und den Tiefen bedeutender Anderungen im V erdichtungs
vorgang gefunden. Diese Ubereinstimmung mag die Bestimmung des Dich te-Tiefenverlaufs und d amit der 
Akkumulationsrate a llein aus refraktionsseismischen M essungen erl a uben. 

Die ReAexionsuntersuchungen auf einem "Common-ReAection-Point" -Profil fuhrten zu einer zuver
la lligen Bestimmung der Durchschnittsgeschwindigkeiten im Eis a ls Funktion d es Einfallswinkels. Die 
Ergebnisse stehen in guter U bereinstimmung mit a hnlichen Messungen a n der Station von 1958 und e inem 
Anisotropiemodell, abgeleite t a us glaziologischen Messungen und dem Sonic Log in der Tiefbohrung. Die 
mittlere V ertika l-Geschwindigkeit von 3,90'-3,93 km /s durch das Eis ist ungefahr 2% hoher a ls d ie Geschwindig
keiten, die gewohnlich fGr die Tiefenberechnungen aus ReAexionsuntersuchungen hera ngezogen werden . 

I NTRODUCTION 

Seismic investigations in Antarctica (Bentley, 197 I) and on the Greenland ice sheet 
(Kohnen, unpublished) have shown that the seismic wave velocities in the ice and the firn 
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are affected by anisotropic crystal orientation and by different modes of densification. Wave 
velocities in the ice have been found to vary by amounts which cannot be explained by 
different temperatures only but require a varying preferred orientation of the ice crystals. 
Major changes in the velocity- depth gradient seem to correspond to major changes in the 
densification rate. To study these effects further, detailed seismic measurements were carried 
out during the 1970- 71 season near new " Byrd" station, Antarctica, where densities and 
crystal orientations through the ice sheet are known from core studies. The results are 
presented here together with previously unpublished results of m easurements made in 1957 
and 1958 near old " Byrd" station, about IQ km to the west. 

FIELD TECHNIQ.UES 

The 1970- 71 seismic measurements comprised a common-reflection-point profile IQ km 
long (profile I), and two single-ended profiles 10.5 km (profile 2) and 7.7 km (profile 3) long, 
angled 60~ to one another. The common central point of the profiles was approximately 
10 km south-east of new " Byrd " station. The refraction shooting in 1957 and 1958, carried 
out at a site about IQ km north-west of old " Byrd" station, hence about 30 km north-west of 
the new " Byrd" site, consisted of two single-ended profiles perpendicular to each other, one 
(1957) 15 km and the other (1958) 22 km long. 

An HTL (Texas Instruments) 7000B Seismograph System, together with 7 Hz and 20 Hz 
vertical and 7 H z horizontal Electro-Tech geophones, was used for all the measurem ents. 
The geophone spacing was 30 m for the more distant shots, closer spacings down to 2 m being 
used for shot distances less than a few hundred meters to provide detailed velocity variations 
in the upper few hundred meters of the ice sheet. Almost all distances, both between geo
phones and from shot to recording point, were measured with a steel tape. The only excep
tions were the shot distances on the 1957 profile, determined by optical range finder . Errors 
in taped distances, estimated from repeated measurements and from previous experience in 
Greenland, were less than 0.1 %. The uncertainties in range-finder distances were larger , and, 
since record quality was not high enough for accurate apparent velocity m easurements as in 
1970- 71 (see below), precise determinations of maximum velocities from the 1957 profile 
were not possible. Timing, checked against radio station WWV, was accurate within 0.03 %; 
corrections ( I m js maximum) have been applied where they are not completely negligible. 

R ESULTS OF THE REFRACTION MEASUREMENTS 

"Maximum" velocities. Seismic refraction profiles on ice shee ts mostly yield wave velocities 
which are very nearly constant at distances greater than a few kilometers, corresponding to a 
depth of a few hundred meters. R ecent analysis of P-wave velocities in the deep drill hole at 
new " Byrd" station, combined with a detailed examination of the 1958 refraction profile, 
has shown that in reality the velocity at " Byrd " station continues to increase very slowly with 
depth, resulting in about a IQ m js increase in the slop.e of the travel-time curve between 4 and 
12 km (Bentley, 1972). A true maximum P-wave velocity is therefore not attained on the 
refraction profiles. For comparison between profiles, however, it is sufficient to calculate 
quasi-maximum velocities by taking the best linear fits to the travel-time curves over similar 
distance ranges ; that is what we have done in this paper , using the distance range 4- 10 km 
(4- 8 km in the case of profile 3). In the case of S-waves, there is no evidence for any appreci
able increase in velocity below 200 or 300 m, so a true maximum is probably recorded. 

In 1970- 7 I , difficulty was experienced in properly recording radio-time breaks. Absolute 
travel times were therefore not available, so maximum P- and S-wave velocities, (Vp ) max 

and (Vs) max, were calculated by taking the mean of the apparent velocities across the spread 
("cross-spread" velocities; see Figure I). Because P-wave travel times can be read very 
accurately, the standard deviation in (V p) max is about the same from the two methods (Table 
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I ). S-wave a rrival tim es are less accurately deterrr.ined, howevel'; as a resul t, there is an order 
of m agnitude difference in the standard deviations for ( Vs) max between the old " Byrd" and 
new " Byrd" profil es (Table I ) . 
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Fig. 1. P-wave and S-wave cross-spread velocities versus distance, new " Byrd". 

TABLE 1. SE ISM I C VELOCITIES AT NE\ '\' AN D OLD " B Y R D" 

STATIO NS . FOR OLD " BYR O" ( Vs)max IS FROM BENTLEY 

( 197 1) , AN D ( Vp ) lllax FROM DATA I N BENTLE Y ( 1972 ) . 

( Vp ) lllax D I FFERS SLIGHTLY FROM THE REGRESSI ON LI NE FI T I N 

THE LATTER REFER ENCE BECAUSE OF T H E LIMITED DISTANCE 

Profile 

New " Byrd" I 

New "Byrd" 2 

New "Byrd" 3 
O ld " Byrd" 

RANGE USED H ERE 

( Vp ) llla x 
km/s 

3 ·834 ± O .003 

3·8S8 ± o.o04 
3 .86 1 ± O.004 

3 ·853 ± 0 004 

( Vs) llla x 
km/s 

1.949 ± o.0'7 
1·949 ± 0.o I 6 

1·9'io ± 0.O I 3 

1.934 ± 0.00 1 

I .5 

10 

Thus any differences between cross-spread velocitics a nd true velocities which might a ri se 
from horizontal inhomogeneity are small compared with the errors of measurem ent. The 
velocities at new " Byrd " are higher than those at old " Byrd" , however, by 8 ± 5 m /s for 
( Vp)max and 15 ± 9 m /s for ( Vs)max. The differences are only marginall y significant at the 
go % confidence level, but the fact that both velocities differ lends support to the reali ty of the 
resu lt. T h e m ost likely cause of small d ifferences would be slightly dissimilar m ean fabric 
patterns. Dissi milar fabrics might well develop even though the si tes a re onl y 30 km apart , 
since th e age of the snow accumula tion ra te at old " Byrd " is 50 0/0 gl'eater than at new " Byrd" 
(Gow and R owland , 1965; Gow, 1968) . 
f'eloeities versus depth. Curves of Vp and Vs versus distance calculated for each of the profiles 

show n o local differences at either of the si tes (the three new " Byrd " profiles are shown 
together in Figure '2 ). VI/ e have therefore calculated mean velocity- d epth curves for P- and 
S-waves for each site and plotted them, together with curves of d ensity, p, versus d epth , z, 
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Fig. 2. P-wave and S-wave velocity versus distance, new " Byrd" - detail of first kilometer. Velocities are from integration of 
the travel- time curves. 
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Fig. 3. P-wave and S-wave velocities and densities versus depth . 
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from old and new " Byrd" stations (Gow, 1968; personal communication from A. J. Gow, 
[971 ), in Figure 3. The velocities increase monotonicaIly with d epth and no specific features 
related to the firn structure a re obvious. 

A t d epths less than 100 m the differences in p(z) between the two sites are relatively 
larger tha n the corresponding differences in Vp (z) and Vs (z); consequently, no velocity
density relation can apply accurately at both sites . It has previously been found for m easure
ments on the Greenland ice shee t, however, tha t sections of the V p(z) curve can be fitted by 
a n exponential fun ction of the form 

Vp(z) = a- be- cz 

where a, band c a re positive constants, and that changes in the constants can be rela ted to 
cha nges in the d ensity- depth curve (Brockamp and Pistor, [1 968] ; K ohnen, unpublished ) . 
A similar ana lysis is therefore applied here. 
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Fig. 4. Velociry gradient (d Vp/dz) and densiry gradient (d p/d z) versus depth. 

T o determine band c, we have for each site plo tted the velocity gradient (dv/dz) versus depth 
on semi-log paper (Fig. 4) . Each plot fa lls into three sections, of which the deeper two defin e 
very good straight lines. W e d enote the shallower and deeper section boundaries by z, and Z2, 

respec tively. R egression lines have been fitted by least squares to the stra ight-line segments 
to determine z, and Z2' and the constants band c corresponding to each segment. The 
corresponding values of a were then de termined by comparison with the m easured velocities. 
The appropriate constants for the two sections of V p( z) are shown in Table II. N ote that 
the param eters differ significantly between the two sites . 
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TABLE II. P ARAMETERS OF THE VELOCITY - DEPTH FUNCTION Vp (Z) . THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

IN b REFER TO DEPTHS Z = 30 m AND Z = 100 rn FOR THE U PPE R AND LOWER SECTIONS, 

RESPECTIVELY, i.e. TO DEPTHS LOCATED CENTRALLY WITHIN THE RANGES OF APPLICABILITY OF 

EQUATION ( I ), RATHER THAN TO Z = 0 

Statioll Z , Zz Section a b c 
rn rn krn /s krn/s km- ' 

New " Byrd" 14 56 z , < Z < Zz 4.040 ± 0.OI I 2 ·3 2 ± 0.04 26·7 ± 0·5 

Z > Zz 3·8 5 8 ± 0.00I 3 · '7 ± 0.OS 3g ·9 ± 0-4 

Old "Byrd" 11 64 Z , < Z < zz 3·782 ± 0 .00g 2 .I 2 ± 0.07 3 I.g ± 1.0 

Z > Zz 3· 8 44 ± 0.00I 2 ·3S ± 0.04 3 4·9 ± 0 ·4 

The section boundaries Z j and Z2 are rela ted to significant depths in the densification 
process of the firn. Near the surface, d ensification resu lts mainly from the m echanical re
arrangement of the ice grains. At depths between the "critical depth", where p ~ 0.55 Mg/m 3 

(Anderson and Benson, 1963), and the firn- ice boundary, defined as the p oint at which the 
permeability becom es zero, densification occurs by recrystallization. Densification in the ice 
below occurs simply by the compression of the air bubbles . 

At new " Byrd" station the firn- ice boundary depth is put by Cow (1970) at 56 m, in 
close agreement with d epth Z2 ' To determine the critical d epth, we have plotted dp /d z versus Z 

(Fig. 4), using densiti es m easured b y A. J. COW (personal communication), to find the abrupt 
change demonstrated by Anderson and Benson (1963). The change occurs at 14 m , in 
excellent agreement with depth z,. 

At old " Byrd" station the agreement between depths determined from V p and from direct 
observations (Cow, 1965) is again very close: 1 I m for z , versus 10 m for the critical depth, 
a nd 64 m for Z2 versus 65 m for the firn- ice boundary. Thus at both old and new " Byrd " 
stations the correlation between changes in the parameters of Eq uation ( I) and the changes in 
the physical process of densification is excellent even though the parameters themselves differ 
substantially between the two sites. The agreement at the firn- ice boundary is particularly 
noteworthy in view of the different depths to the boundary at the two sites and the d ecided ly 
different velocity- density curves (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. D ensities versus P-wave velocity, linear plot. 
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It wou ld be useful to check the correlation between <:2 and the firn- ice boundal'y at a site 
where the boundary is found at a much d ifferent depth than at " Byrd" station. Unfortunately, 
a good se t of data is not available for such a si te. We can make a rough comparison at South 
Pole station, however, using the published velocity- depth curve of Weihaupt (1963), and the 
densities extrapolated by Gow (1968) from measurements to 50 m. W e find .(;2 ::::: 120 m 
compared with a depth to the firn- ice boundary of abou t 110 m, an agreement wh ich is 
encouraging in view of the uncertainties involved in both d eterminations. 
Density versus velocity. It is a lso interesting to compare the velocities directly with the density 
measurements (Fig . 5) . At the new " Byrd" site a very close linear relationship between p 
and Vp is found for p > 0.55 Mg/m 3, yielding the regression line equation 

p = (0.239 ± 0.002 ) V p-0.002 ± 0.009 (2) 

where V p is in km /so I n contrast, the density- velocity curve at the o ld " Byrd" site is d ecided ly 
non-linear. 

Other investigations have yielded no single density- velocity relationship which appli es 
generally to dry firn-ice. Robin (1958) found a good fit to the equation 

p = 0.221 V p+ 0.059 (3) 

for both ultrasonic Jaboratory measurements on A lpine firn-i ce and field measurements at 
Maudheim; Equations (2) and (3) agree fairly well. On the other hand , Benn ett (unpub
lished) , from laboratory measurements of ultrasonic velocities in several cores from Greenland 
and Antarctica found the substantia lly different linear relationship 

p = 0·30BVp - 0.269, 

and most seismic refraction measurements do not lead to a linear relationship at all (Roth lis
berger, 1972). Consequently, it seems likely that a d ensity-depth curve appropriate to an 
individual site can better be obtained by using velocity-gradient changes d etermined locally 
combined with densification theory than by using a universal density- velocity function. A 
study of this possibility is in progress. 

For p > 0.55 Mg/m 3 the fo llowing logarith mic relationships fit well (Fig. 6) : 

ew " Byrd": In p = (0.236 ± 0.006) Vp - I. I 16± 0.00B 
O ld "Byrd": lnp = (0. 260 ± 0.007)Vp - 1.207 ± 0.01I 
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Fig. 6. D ensities less than 0.5 Mg/m3 versus P-wave velocities, semi-log plot. 
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showing again the significant difference between the two sites. We do not yet know how well 
a logarithmic function may apply to other locations, but no fixed relationship of any form 
can be applied at depths less than 10 m without taking into account the effects of the annual 
temperature cycle, which are not well known. 
Elastic parameters. From V p and Vs we can calculate Poisson's ratio (J as a function of depth 
(Fig. 7) . The values at the maximum depth of penetration (new " Byrd": (J = 0. 329 ; old 
" Byrd": (J = 0.330) are in agreem ent with many other investigations. The main features of 
the (J (z) curves, which are similar at the two sites, are undoubtedly related to Z, and Z2: 

a minimum in (J between 10 and 15 m , a rapid increase in (J below to about 60 m , and a nearly 
constant value at greater depths. D etailed variations in (J , such as the lower minimum 
value at old " Byrd", as well as those in the uppermost few meters must be regarded with 
suspicion, since small errors in the velocities cause relatively large errors in (J. 

The dynamic elastic moduli- Young's modulus and the shear modulus- are a lso plotted 
in Figure 7. 
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Fig. 7. Young's modulus, E, the shear m1dulus, /-" and Poisson's ratio, D, versus depth. 

REFLECTION MEASUREMENTS 
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Good wide-angle reflections were recorded on the new " Byrd" profiles (old " Byrd" 
reflection results are published elsewhere (Bentley, I 97 I)) . Plotting (travel time) 2 as a fun c
tion of (distance)2 for profile I (the common-refl ection-point profile) on which the travel 
times are unaffected by subglacial topographic variations, we notice very slight but systematic 
deviations from the straight line to be expected for a n isotropic ice sheet (Fig. 8) . These 
deviations result from anisotropy in the ice sheet. To examine them, we foll ow the procedure 
of Bentley (197 1, q .v. for more de tails). Calculate the mean velocity through the ice, t'p, 
for each shot from the equa tion 

_ X 2+( V II )02 ( Tp )02 
V 2 - ----'---'-:::::;-:-=---'-..::..:...:... 

p - Tp2 

X is the mean shot-detector distance, (T p)o and T p are the observed vertical and wide-angle 
refl ection times respectively, and (VII )o is a value for the vertical velocity chosen to be con
sistent with the anisotropic model being tested (Bentley, 1971 ). Then plot V p as a [unction 
of the angle o[ incidence i p , given by 

cos ip = ( Tp )oI Tp . 
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The effects of the near-surface velocity gradient and anisotropic velocity variations are 
negligible in determining ip. Velocities VII corresponding to a particular anisotropic model 
are obtained as a function of i p from 

Vll = QIl6.V,, +( VIl )I - IO m /s, (4) 
where (V p) I is the velocity in iso tropic ice; 6. VII the difference between ( V p) I and the velocity 
of a wave propagating in a single ice crystal at that angle with the c-axis which corresponds 
t ') the given i p and the assumed preferred c-axis orientation in the ice sheet, - 10 m /s is a 
temperature correction corresponding to the downward temperature increase, and qp is the 
proportion of the total ice thickness assumed to be anisotropic. 
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The resulting plot is shown in Figure 9. The solid curve is obtained from Equation (4), 
assuming qp = 40 % a nd a vertical preferred orientation, as found in the deep drill hole at 
new " Byrd" station (Gow, 1968). The mean vertical veloci ty of 3.93 km js is in satisfactory 
agreement with that (3.90 km js) from model fitting at old " Byrd" station (Bentley, 197 1) 
and with that (3.9 15 km js) estimated from sonic logging to a depth of I 500 m in the d eep 
drill hole (Bentley, 1972), extrapolating to the base of the ice on the basis of m easured ice 
fabrics. 

Also shown in Figure 9 are VII values calculated from profile 2. The agreement is good, 
but the profile carries less weight than the common-reflection-point profil e because details 
of the bedrock topography along profile 2 a re lacki ng. One vertical reflection shot 5 km 
from the recording point for profile 2 indicated essentially no change in ice thickness; 
apparently topographic variations along the line are a lso sm a ll. Bedrock elevation changes 
along profile 3 were greater and the results have been omitted, although general agreement 
was again found . 

It is worth pointing out that the deviations from a straight-line fit to the plot in Figure 8 
could very easily have been overlooked, had they not been expected. The mean velocity 
through the ice calcu lated from the regression line in Figure 8 on the assumption of isotropy 
agrees very closely with the maximum velocity from refraction measurements, after proper 
a llowance is made for near-surface low velocities and the effect of higher temperatures at 
depth. The agreement, however , is accidenta l. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Antarcti c ice shee t is transversely isotropic at a depth of 200- 300 m as shown by the 
agreement within 0. 1 % between values of (V p) m ax measured in different directions. From 
fabric studies, however, the ice-crystal c-axes are known to have a definite vertical p referred 
orientation in this d epth range (personal commun ication from A. J. Gow, (971 ) . For example, 
at new "Byrd" some two-thirds of the c-axes li e within 45° of the vertica l, i.e. in a conical 
region which subtends only 30% of the total spherica l surface. For such a conical distribution 
of axes, the velocity of verticall y polarized shear waves is sevel"al times more sensitive to 
distribution changes than is the P-wave velocity (Ben nett, unpublished) . The velocity 
differences between old and new " ByI'd" station seismic shooting sites are thus consistent with 
the hypothesis that there is a slightly more concentrated fabric pattern (averaged hori zontall y 
over several kilometers) at the latter site whi ch results in a 0.2 % difference in ( Vp) max and a 
0.8 0/ 0 difference in (Vs) ma x. A more concentrated pattern at new "Byrd" is in turn consistent 
with the lower accumulation rate, and correspondingly greater age at a given depth. T hus 
careful measuremen ts of "maximum" velocities are poten tia ll y useful in studying regional 
variations in ice fabrics . 

T he investigations at " Eyrd" station are encouraging in terms of the feasibility of de ter
mining density- dep th curves in dry firn-i ce from seismic velociti es a lone. Although a single 
density- velocity relationship applicable to a ll sites does not ex ist, our results suggest that the 
"critical d epth" of densifieation (depth of change from re-orientation to recrystalli zation of 
grains) and the depth of the firn- ice (vanishing permeability) boundary can be determined by 
examination of the P -wave velocity gradient. Since the densities at these two depths are 
known fair ly closely, it should be possible to interpolate and extrapolate a density- d ep th curve 
using densification theory (Bader, 1962; Anderson and Benson, 1963) determining in the 
process the mean annual snow accumulation. In carrying out more d etai led examination of 
this possibility, a llowance for the effect of anisotropy in determining dvjdz versus depth, which 
we have ignored in this paper, should be made. 

The depend ence of the mean P-wave velocity through the ice upon angle of incidence, 
found near old "ByI'd" station (Bentley, 197 I ), is confirmed by the present measurements, 
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which are in turn consistent with sonic logging in the deep drill hole and with calculations 
based on observed fabri cs. The m ean vertical velocity of 3.90- 3.93 km /s is 2% higher than 
those which have commonly been used for calculating ice thicknesses from seismic reflection 
surveys. The high velocity cannot automaticall y be applied elsewhere, however , since seismic 
evidence indicates strikingly different anisotropic patterns in the ice in different regions 
(Bentley, 1971 ) . 
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